Lithic Alliance deals with the potentiality of geological environments, the
relationships they are engaged with and produced by, as well as their
ontological significance in the creation of systems. As a more-than-human
collaboration initiated by Daniel V. Keller, Lithic Alliance engages with the
lithosphere as an active agent in the construction of these relationships,
acknowledge the agency of material beings and aims to crystalize their
polyphonic voices in this vibrant exchange.
The research that underpins Lithic Alliance focuses on the mineralized coinhabitants of this planet and their transformations which shape the present,
namely their status as massively accelerated mined resources within current
social structures and power relations. By digging into the realms of animisms,
rights of nature and ways of communicating with a more-than human world, it
investigates connections spanning over vast temporalities to identify
phenomenological correspondence.
Lithic Alliance sees itself as a fluid compound of diverse constituents, and
seeks to manifest these enquiries through visual and performative methods
that can solidify themselves in material form, but also through collaborative
constellations and the exchange of knowledge on a theoretical and speculative
level.

Veins of Vibration
2021
Mixed Media (Digitally knitted wool, Cables,
Stones, Acetate, Tablets, Sound)
Video 20‘ & 24‘ with Soundpiece each
Installation View Helmhaus Zürich

The audiovisual work Veins of Vibration addresses the differences in the ontological understanding of mineral accumulations. With new technologies such
as seismic scanning as a tool, mineral resources are located and commercialised
regardless of the complexity and autonomy of these rocks, as well as their significance in an overall ecological system. What remains after the removal of these
quantities of material? And doesn‘t a topographical transformation of the earth
perhaps also cause vibrations and energies to disappear that cannot be detected
with capital-oriented measuring instruments?
The earth as a body for communicating with a time before and after this moment
that enables a phenomenological correspondence.

Singing with Crystals
2021
Digitally knitted wool, Glass lamps, Engraved
stones, Cables, Acetate
5 x 6 x 7m
Installation View STEMS Gallery Brussels
Installation size variable

Figuline Stories Fractures of a Lifetime
A collection of figurative sculptures serve as starting point for this musical film. They become the
2021
protagonists on an exploration of material agency and coexistence in different temporalities and speculation
1 Channel Video
beyond their human representation.
12‘03‘
PEVA Curtain
2m x 6m
Installation View Atelier Hermann Haller Zürich

Voice Reinel Bakole

Counting Backwards/
Notes on Erasure
2020
2-Channel Video, 4-Channel Sound, Steel
1h 45‘
Goldsmiths MFA Graduation Show

Questions around the sedimentation of information and the decay of facts and figures
build the core of this durational multimedia installation. Textual plates fall in disintegrate and merge in a slow manner and are composed together with animated video
sequences.

The witnessing of processes and the ability but also fractured nature to be part of them
because of the very existence in various temporalities is central in it. Atmospheric
components such as the vibrating ground and the light reflections increase a bodily
experience of this work.

Counting Backwards/ Notes on Erasure
Details
2020

„Wholes subscend their parts, which means
that parts are not just mechanical components of wholes, and that there can be
genuine surprise and novelty in the world,
that different future is always possible.“
		
		

MO_MEN_TUM

Timothy Morton

2020
Sand
200 x 300 x 250 cm (Dimensions change during process)
Gasträume 20, Art in the Public, Zürich, June - September

30/06/20

The public intervention MO_MEN_TUM for the Art Festival Gasträume20 in Zürich
addresses material transformations that are induced not only physically, but also socially and politically.
The material world is in constant change. Movements that progress in different time
frames, from temporary vibrations to sedimentation over millions of years. Some humans have mastered the extraction and circulation of matter as well as its transformation
into raw materials. Built environments, where material formations act as products and
infrastructure, are bound to different temporalities and pose questions about their transience and agency within worldly constellations. The ontological relevance of material
manifestations and the influence this has on social systems and geopolitical relations
are notions that are embedded in this process-oriented piece.
Shaped in pressed sand into a monumental, architectural form, the construction morphs in constant interaction with its environment, with mechanic and climatic forces
that act with it. It stands emblematically for the power of the public and the ecosystem
to take over and transform what has solidified and responds in that sense to the current
discussions around mundane histories and how they are remembered in monuments.
The selection of images shows different stages documented during the process by a
photo trap camera, the security agency responsible to monitor the works of the festival,
and other individuals that took pictures of the work.

Soundperformance Opening 27/06/20
Nicolas Buzzi & Daniel V. Keller

MO_MEN_TUM 2020

https://soundcloud.com/d_untergrund/lithicalliancesnippet1

09/07/20

05/08/20

10/08/20

Crystal Blades
This film follows the energy that is stored in material environments and investigates
their ontological significance. The proximity plays an important role for the comprehension of places of extraction and the transformation of this energy. The direct touch
on the ground juxtapose to computer renderings of planned mining operations, speculations and phantasies over these resources to feed the concentrated force of capital.
Razor-sharp high-rise buildings become the new crystals, and the corridor screens of
CERN, where science attempts to trace matters drive, become a fictional venue.
Crystal Blades is a visual journey and exploration of mineral formations and deposits
and how their manifestations shape contemporary coexistence.
2020
9'43''
l Video stills
r Installation View Oops A Daisy, Projektraum Dietikon
Link to video: https://vimeo.com/425090109

meta_cracks

Vibrations connect the material world while oscillating between the detectable and
the subconscious. Phenomenologically they can be seen as a crucial tool to navigate
through deep time correspondence. Measuring and datafication are influential tools in
geopolitical relations and by translating territories into endless coordinates and numbers, western science has developed a totally hypothetical way to understand, and even
contemplate, the natural world.
Grinded concrete powder shifts and creates changing topographies on the aluminum
platform by Schumann Resonances (SR), which are extremely low frequencies in earth’s
electromagnetic field, transferred onto the plate. An altering grid projected on this field
emphasizes the visibility of the movement, posing questions to the power of
cartography.
This kinetic work, which is part of a larger installation, investigates notions of eternalism and ephemeral co-existence and how these politics of temporality are formed by
different ontological perspectives.

2020
Coated Steel, Aluminium, Concrete Powder, Amplifier, Shaker, Projection 18’, single channel
audio 60’
120 x 110 x 65 cm
Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/428178413

Remote sweat on his back
2020
Office chair (part), Digitally knitted cotton, laser print on mesh PVC
50 x 60 x 140 cm

Love letter to a stone
2019
Tube lights, Fitting, Stones, Vinyl, Wood
150 x 60 x 9 cm

RESIDENCIES

EDUCATION
17-20 Goldsmiths London MFA
09-12 Gerrit Rietveld Academie,
Amsterdam / NL
Exchange / PRATT INSTITUTE
New York City / USA
04-08 Schule für Gestaltung
Keramik Design Fachklasse,
Bern / CH
03-04 Punkt G, Zürich / CH
02-03 Vorkurs Schule für Gestaltung,
St. Gallen / CH

AWARDS
21

Kunststipendium Stadt Zürich
Förderbeitrag Kulturamt Thurgau
19
Werkbeitrag
		
Kulturamt Kanton Zürich
19
BAK- Auswahl Schönste 		
		
Schweizer Bücher 2019
16
Kiefer Hablitzel Preis
Förderbeitrag Kulturamt Thurgau
15
Adolf Dietrich Förderpreis
14
Kiefer Hablizel Preis
12
Startstipendium, Mondriaan Fonds
12
Berlagefonds Amsterdam 		BA Arbeit
08
Kiwanis Förderpreis für
		angewandte Kunst
07
Berufsschulpreis, SfG Bern
06
Anerkennungspreis Holz 21
Bundesamt für Umwelt, CH

PUBLICATIONS
19

16
14

FOR A FISHTANK OR
A PARKING LOT
Facetten 18
Kulturstiftung Kanton Thurgau/
Jungle Books
Junge Schweizer Kunst
Publication
Junge Schweizer Kunst
Publication

20

Nomination ACME Studio
Award London
15-17 Atelierstipendium
Stiftung Binz39 Zürich
15
Kunsthalle Roveredo
curated by Elise Lammer
12
Museums Quartier Vienna,
Quartier 21
12
GOOD LIFE - Platform
Contemporary
Ceramics Zürich, CH
12
Swedish connection,
Härnösand, Sweden
10
AWA Gallery, Amsterdam

LITHIC ALLIANCE
DANIEL V. KELLER

PROJECTS
Mitglied im Musikkollektiv
Circumstances
mit Li Tavor, Martina Buzzi &
Nicolas Buzzi
Circumstances ist ein Projekt, das durch
gemeinsames ad-hoc-Musizieren alltägliche, fragmentarische und surreale
Geschichten produziert. Es beschäftigt
sich mit den Möglichkeiten einer gemeinsamen intuitiven Sprache, jenseits bereits
festgelegter Formen der musikalischen
Artikulation und der damit verbundenen
Erfahrung einer Art fragilen, sich verändernden Gemeinschaft.
Constances steht in der Tradition der
intuitiven Musik. Abgesehen von den
Instrumenten und einem Zeitrahmen gibt
es keine Vereinbarungen. Die auditiven
Artefakte des Zusammenspiels liefern
musikalische, stilistische und textliche
Hinweise auf persönliche und umweltbedingte Ereignisse, Begebenheiten und
Umstände.

hello@lithicalliance.org
@lithic_alliance

www.lithicalliance.org

Ausstellungen/ Performances (Auswahl)
GROUP

SOLO
2022 Kunst am Bau Realisation
		
Forschungsinstitut für biologischen Landbau Frick
2019 MMR (Modelling Rock Reciliance), Cosmos Carl Platform (online)
2018 Container & Decay, High Gallery Poznan
2017 Abschlussausstellung Atelierstipendium BINZ 39
A Piece of Cake, 20qm, Berlin
PRIVACY SETTINGS, Stadtgalerie Bern
		
with Li Tavor, Lotte Reimann & Bernd Oppl
SUPER NATURAL, Mikro Zürich
2015 Past Corners - Rearranged, Kunstraum Kreuzlingen
IN BETWEEN GEOMETRIES, Kunsthalle Arbon, CH
Scootie, STADIO, Vevey CH
Volume Of Interest, Jeanine Hofland Conteporary, Amsterdam
2014 ATTRACTIONS, SIGNAL Brooklyn
REAR VIEWS, P/////AKT Amsterdam
2012 But what does it mean?, GOOD LIFE
Plattform für Keramik Zürich
Post Natural Phantasies, W139/ Barry Amsterdam
Future Grounds/ Optical Dialogue, Theaterladen Bern
2010 Hyperbaric Chamber, AWA gallery Amsterdam

PERFORMANCES
2020

2019
2018
2017

Kunsthalle Bern/ Cinema Serpente¨
UNI Zürich, Circumstances
Gastäume Zürich, mit Nicolas Buzzi
Kunstraum Riehen, Circumstances
Kunsthaus Langenthal
Aargauer Kunsthaus, Circumstances
Alpina Huus, Le Commun Geneva Circumstances

Here, a nut fell twice, ICA London, curated by Sarah Sassanelli (upcoming November)
Learning from Earth, Biennale Art Safiental (upcoming June)
Swiss Art Awards 2022 Basel
SOIL, AlteFabrik, Rapperswil (upcoming May)
2021 A Domestic Art Fair ADAF, Brussels (posponed)
SEEMINGLY INCURABLE SENSATION OF TEMPORAL AMBIGUITY, Krone Couronne Biel
Kunststipendien Stadt Zürich 2021, Helmhaus Zürich
A Practice of Love, STEMS Gallery Brussels, curated by Marion Deneé
Zitronen und Zement, Vom Material zur Skulptur, Atelier Hermann Haller Zürich
2020 Oops, a daisy (Urban management remix), Projektraum Dietikon
Hotel Happyness, (online show)
Lithic Alliance
Fine Arts Graduation Show, Goldsmiths London
London Grads Now, Saachi Gallery London
Gasträume Zürich, Juni 2020
							
2019 Werkschau Kanton Zürich, Haus Konstruktiv Zürich
Die schönsten Schweizer Bücher 2019, Internationale Wanderausstellung
Unbehaust, Kunsthaus Langenthal
Vordemberge Gildewart Art Price, Gebert Stiftung für Kultur Rapperswil
2018 Deptford X Festival, London
Caravan- On the Road, Kunsthaus Aarau CH
Again, Again, Again, Nextex, St. Gallen
make it hot. cool it down. turn it over, Safehouse, London
2017 Locker Room Show, Plymouth Rock, Zürich
Werk & Atelierstipendien Stadt Zürich, Helmhaus Zürich
Utopias are more or less facistic, Nicolas Krupp Galerie Basel
		
Curated by Roxane Bovet
2016 Werkschau Kanton Thurgau, Galerie Adrian Bleisch Arbon
Jeune Art Suisse / Prix Kiefer Hablitzel, Le Commun, Genf
Werkschau Kanton Zürich, Haus Konstruktiv Zürich
Swiss Art Awards, Art Basel
B+S DLFODF LP SS MS DVK, Stiftung Binz39, Zürich
2015 I wish i never kissed that frog, Jeanine Hofland Contemporary, Amsterdam
Suddenly I See Crystal Clear, Collaboration with Cee Füllemann
		
VACANCY, Los Angeles
Casual Vitamins, Collaboration with Cee Füllemann OneWorkGallery, Vienna
Beyond Architecture-Architecture Beyond, ABC Architectuurcentrum, Haarlem
2014 <30 X - Junge Schweizer Kunst, Kiefer Hablitzel, Museo d`Arte, Lugano
Swiss Art Awards, Kiefer Hablitzel Preis, Messe, Basel
Prospects and Concepts, Mondriaan Fonds, Art Rotterdam
2013 Wunderkammer, Museum Katharinenhof, Kranenburg, DE
FACELESS, Quartier 21, Museumsquartier Wien, AT
2022

Looping Suspense

The glow of the screen casts an eerie light on a model-like, sculptural arrangement. A
group of building skeletons forms a ghostly city. Formations of power and possession
are striving upwards in a concentrated force in a confined space, with abysses and empty pits in between. Gradients that reflect the growing system of our time. In a short film
excerpt, dust covers urban centers in mist, spreads insidiously and settles as deposits.
In the work Looping Suspense, human interventions in nature are placed in a field of
tension with the built environment and made atmospherically perceptible in a spatial
arrangement. Set pieces of found media images of detonations in limestone quarries, in
which material is mined for concrete production, as well as collapsing high-rise buildings, which have to make way for the construction of new buildings through blasting,
are interrupted by digitally generated animations. In explosion-graphic representations,
isolated pieces of furniture dissolve into their components and spread out. The effects of
global trade and consumption are symbolically illustrated in the decomposition of these
objects.
The scenery is taken up by a sound that intensifies the uneasiness. Sound fragments
of destruction on buildings and landscapes form the starting point of this acoustic environment. Omnipresent and yet not entirely tangible, as the „hyper objects“, as Timothy Morton calls such decentralized phenomena as global warming. Integrated into
the composition are high frequencies that can only be heard by younger people. These
interfering noises thus exclusively address a future generation and refer to the heritage
left behind by the cycles of construction and deconstruction, the excessive mining of
raw materials and the consumption of resources.

2019
MDF, Iron, Lack, Slate powder
1-channel video 8‘30, 4-channel sound
Sound composition Nicolas Buzzi
Installation view Haus Konstruktiv Zürich September 2019
Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/383516068

Video Stills

Sunset in Progress
2018
2 Channel Video 4’ / 20’, Projection (Still), Scaffolding
200 x 250 cm, Installation size variable
Video Documentation: https://vimeo.com/428102503
https://vimeo.com/428114478

This multi- channel video installation deals with questions around the agencies in a more-than-human world. The two screens
show different perspectives of the lithosphere where change is happening on enormous different scale and temporality. The
daily mining activity in the marble quarries in Carrara contrasts footage that is taken at the same location at night, where marble dust particles fill the air, ghostly remains and evidence of the deconstruction of these massive mountains.
The second video reveals strange landscapes and bodily textures one might relate to arthroscopic examinations and provokes
the perceptions of the lithic environment as an inert other.

Particular Breeze

Particular Breeze
Video still

2019
Steel tubes, clamps, digital print on silk,
aluminium, fixed-image projection,
1-channel Video 5‘
Installation size variable

Research project in the particles of dust as remains during extensive excavation of material in quarries. The video on the screen
shows night footage and caputres stone particles that would otherwise be impossible to see.

FOR A FISH TANK OR A PARKING LOT

FOR A FISH TANK OR A PARKING LOT examines connections between materials and materialities,
architecture and architectural elements—in the real world as well as in models. The book is simultaneously a work of research, collection, and fiction. Keller researches the ecological and cultural significance of
gravel and sand, which play a major role in the composition of the earth’s surface, at least in our latitudes,
as valuable resources and important components of concrete. A photographic collection of pebbles—printed on almost translucent paper—forms the grid-like, even rigid structure of the book. With a focus on the
different shapes and surfaces of the individual stones, the anonymous mass of this basic material of our built
environment dissolves into countless individuals.
Gravel is extracted from the earth, taken out of pits and rivers, and simultaneously grows upward in new
formations as a component of concrete. In this way, Keller designs visual fictions specifically for this publication made of gravel. They are bold architectures, ruins of the future, and in some cases dystopian landscapes. Printed on transparent film and distributed throughout the book, these images humorously address the
effects of human action such as the consumption of resources and our modern-day impact on the environment.
The text by the Dutch writer Maurits de Bruijn supplements Keller’s pictures, drills into the earth’s surface,
digs for stones—and in the asphalt it finds the lava of the present.

2018
Artist Book
Facetten Nr.18
21 X 27 cm

Published by Jungle Books
and Kulturstiftung Thurgau
Text Maurits de Bruijn
Grafik Kaspar Florio

Awarded Most Beautiful Swiss Books 2019
ISBN 978-3-033-05663-3

Nach morgen blinzeln/
One eye already gone
2018
Aluminium, Sand, LED,
500 x 500 x 70 cm

Installation view
Kunsthaus Aarau

